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Mosaic growth of GaN on „0001… sapphire: A high-resolution electron microscopy and
crystallographic study of threading dislocations from low-angle to high-angle grain boundaries
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Using high-resolution electron microscopy, anisotropic elasticity calculations, and image simulations, typi-

cal contrast was identified for thea→ pure edge threading dislocations in GaN layers grown by molecular-beam
epitaxy on sapphire. Their atomic structure was found to exhibit 5/7, or 8 atom cycles. The two configurations
were observed at a similar frequency for isolated dislocations and low-angle boundaries. Coincidence grain

boundaries have been studied and they are all made ofa→ pure-edge dislocations with the above identified
atomic structures. A topological analysis of high-angle boundaries has been carried out in order to determine
the defect content at the interfaces. The defects introduced on deviation from coincidence are associated with
steps and their Burgers vectors correspond to the smallest vectors of the displacement shift complete set. At the
interfaces, defect free steps, which belong to the sides or diagonal of the coincident site lattice unit cell, have
been found to occur. The reconstruction of some boundaries was only possible by taking into account the
occurrence of structural units which exhibit 4-atom ring cycles for the dislocation cores. In nonsymmetric
interfaces, a new structural unit made of 5/4/7 atom rings has been found to constitute the core of one grain
boundary dislocation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is currently a tremendous research effort on
Ga-based III-V semiconductors nitrides due to their ve
promising application potential in optoelectronics and
high-power, high-frequency devices. Most of the results h
been obtained in layers containing a huge density of thre
ing dislocations following growth on sapphire.1 The origin of
this density has been suggested to be due to a pec
growth mode, which was named ‘‘mosaic growth.’’2 Due to
the large misfits, the adjacent islands are misoriented ma
by rotation about thec axis and their boundaries are made

a→ pure-edge dislocations. In general, they can be also ti

and c→ or a→1 c→ dislocations may be formed.3 The above
growth mode may explain misorientation of 0.5 to 2° b
tween adjacent grains.2 In practice, the growth of GaN on
various substrates like sapphire may be rather complex
layers can contain many nanoscopic areas, which largely
viate from the usual epitaxial relationship.4,5 They are usu-
ally located inside the buffer layer and their optimal size h
been shown to lead to good quality epitaxial layers.6

The rather good optical properties have been tentativ
explained by assuming that these dislocations could bea
constructed core that did not exhibit states inside the b
gap.7 This reconstruction was confirmed byZ-contrast obser-
vation at atomic resolution.8

However, during the last few years, experimental res
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~8!/5587~13!/$15.00
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have shown that these defects may be responsible for
yellow-band luminescence;9 and it is now agreed that in or
der to have long-lived devices, it is necessary to drastic
decrease their density. This has led to such growth meth
as epitaxial lateral overgrowth from which densities close
107 cm22 have been reached.10,11 In such samples, area
without dislocations can be a few microns across with a p
fect correlation to the yellow-band emission.12 Therefore,
this emission may originate either from geometrical and
laxation effects which are dependent on the core structur
the defect, or from the impurities that may be pinned in the
dislocations and this has not yet been cleared out.

It was our aim to carry out a detailed analysis of the co
structure of these dislocations in order to assess their ato
structure. Moreover, in the studied molecular-beam epit
GaN layers, high-angle grain boundaries were found to fo
and it was of interest to investigate their atomic structure.
they are also formed by rotation about thec axis, they are

made of a→ pure-edge dislocations. In former studies of gra
boundaries, it has been pointed out that particular struct
units of dislocation cores may form coincident gra
boundaries,13,14 which are crystallographically favoured15

and low-energy configurations.16

More recent studies tend to show that three-dimensio
coincidence structures are only approximations,17 moreover,
theoretical work has demonstrated that structural units m
only be valid for pure tilt or pure twist grain boundaries.18 In
lower symmetry materials, the constrained coincidence
5587 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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5588 PRB 61POTIN, RUTERANA, NOUET, POND, AND MORKOC¸
lattice formalism introduces artificial long-range strains a
is not adequate for the study of interfacial defects.17 More
accurate attempts have been made in the last years in ord
formalize the understanding of interfacial defects.19,20 The
most extensive one has been developed by Pond
Vlachavas;20 it uses the whole symmetry of the two crysta
that are abutted at the interface in order to determinea priori
the interfacial defect content. Moreover, an experimen
analysis of high-resolution micrographs using circuit ma
ping, which is a generalization of the Burgers circuit, allo
to determine the character of the interfacial defects. T
combination of the theoretical and experimental analysis
the micrographs constitute the topological investigation
interfacial defects,21 it will be commented on and then use
in order to interpret our observations.

In this paper, the atomic structure ofa→ pure-edge dislo-
cations contained in low- and high-angle boundaries
been investigated. In case of deviation from coincidence,
interfacial defects present in the high-angle grain bounda
were analyzed using the topological theory. The analy
GaN layers contained densities of threading dislocation
the low 1010cm22. The high-angle boundaries were o
served in some specimens although no change had
made in the growth conditions. Such grains could be as la
as 1 micron across, which is smaller than the low-an
grains, which extend to tens of microns.

II. CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC CONSIDERATIONS

Grain boundary structures can often be described con
niently in terms of an array of line-defects superimposed
some singular configuration.21 The function of the defect ar
ray is to accommodate small angular deviations from
special misorientation of the singular case. Although ther
no simple correlation between geometric parameters and
terfacial free energy, considerable evidence has been fo
showing that two-dimensionally periodic boundaries a
sometimes favorable.22 There is also some evidence th
other one-dimensionally periodic structures are singular,
example certain boundaries in ZnO.23 In the present paper, i
is helpful to identify misorientations corresponding to pote
tially singular values. Since the GaN films studied here gr
with their basal plane parallel to the Al2O3 substrate, the
most common type of misorientation encountered is rela
rotation of one crystal with respect to an adjacent one ab
their common@0001# axis. Thus, we shall concentrate he
on the nature of singular configurations that can arise fr
such misorientations. This can be done using the met
developed by Pond and Vlachavas,19 which identifies the
symmetry of dichromatic patterns and complexes. Howe
before this issue is discussed, it is necessary to cons
briefly the crystallography of single crystals of GaN.

The structure of a unit cell of GaN projected along@0001#
is depicted schematically in Fig. 1. The open and filled sy
bols represent Ga sites at heights12 1

4 c, respectively, and
for simplicity the N sites are not shown. These latter sit
would be at heights 3/8c above or below each Ga sites d
pending on the crystal’s polarity. Note that the origin chos
in Fig. 1 is at height zero on the axis of a ‘‘tunnel’’ betwee
the atomic columns. This point is a convenient origin f
definition of the crystal-symmetry operations. Using the n
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tation of the International Tables for Crystallography,24 the
twelve operations~excluding the infinite set of translations!
in the crystal’s space group,P63mc, are listed in Table I.

The polarity of the crystal cannot be established on m
crographs viewed along@0001#, although other methods ca
be used to determine it.25 Crystallographically, inversion re
lated crystals are interrelated by the twelve operations
tained by decomposing the parent groupP63 /m mc with
respect toP63mc. The parent symmetry would be exhibite
by the imaginary structure comprising filled Ga sites as
picted in Fig. 1 in addition to both types ofN sites referred to
above being filled. The origin chosen in this work corr
sponds to the location of the center of symmetry in the par
structure. We note that some symmetry operations which
terrelate ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ polarity variants do not pas
through the chosen origin, for example the mirror plane p
allel to ~0001! in the parent groupP63 /m mc.

We now consider the symmetry of dichromatic com
plexes, i.e., configurations that can be visualized by allow
two crystal structures relatively rotated about@0001# to inter-

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the unit cell of GaN, view
along@0001#; only the Ga sublattice has been drawn, open and fil
circles are related by a glide symmetry operation.

TABLE I. The twelve symmetry operations of theP63mc space
group of GaN, along with their location and glide or screw comp
nent.

Numbering Symmetry operation Location
Glide or screw

component

1 1
2 31 0,0,0,z
3 32 0,0,0,z
4 2 0,0,0,z 0,0,0,1/2
5 62 0,0,0,z 0,0,0,1/2
6 61 0,0,0,z 0,0,0,1/2
7 m x,2x,0,z
8 m x,2x,23x,z
9 m 2x,x,23x,z
10 c x,x,22x,z 0,0,0,1/2
11 c x,0,2x,z 0,0,0,1/2
12 c 0,y,2y,z 0,0,0,1/2
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PRB 61 5589MOSAIC GROWTH OF GaN ON~0001! SAPPHIRE: A . . .
penetrate. The configuration created by two lattices ra
than two crystals is called dichromatic pattern.19 One crystal
is designated white~l!, and the other black~m!. The sym-
metry operations exhibited by these crystals,W(l) i , with i
51→12, and similarlyW(m) j are listed in Table I~exclud-
ing translations!. The relative orientation is defined by th
operationP5(P,p) which transforms white vectors into co
responding black ones~expressed in the white coordina
frame!. P may either be a rotation about@0001#, thereby
relating crystals of the same polarity, or a rotoinversion
lating crystals of opposite polarity. The translationp repre-
sents the shift of the black crystal origin following the o
eration P. This formalism enables the symmetry
dichromatic complexes to be established for any relative
entation and position of thel and m crystals. Coincident
symmetry operations in such complexes arise when b
and white crystal symmetry operations coincide and co
spond to the intersection of the crystal space groups,
F(l)ùF(m). Explicitly, the coincident operations in th
complex,W(c), are the solutions to the following identity:26

W~l! j5PW~m! iP215W~c!k . ~1!

This set will include an infinite number of translation
parallel to @0001# for all rotations, and a three-dimension
set also known as the coincident site lattice~CSL! for special
misorientations, independent of any translationp. Other co-
incident operations arising for any value of rotation abo
@0001# may be broken by translationp. In addition, color
reversing or antioperations, which relate black features
white and vice versa, will also arise. These can be identi
by inspection of the multiplicity of equivalent descriptions
P, i.e., PW(l) i . Those operations in this set that have t
form of symmetry operations are antioperations in the sp
group of the complex,W(c)k , i.e.,

PW~l! j5W8~c!k . ~2!

The space group of a dichromatic complex is then given
the union of the coincident group and the setW8(c)k .26

These issues are illustrated further below.
In the present paper, grain boundaries with rotations cl

to the following special values have been observed~13.17°,
21.79°, 17.90°!, the corresponding coincident site densiti
areS519,7,31, respectively. The matrices,P, corresponding
to these rotations are listed in the appendix. These 434 ma-
trices act on 4 vectors as introduced by Frank27 and applied
to interface problems by Pondet al.28 We note that the
CSL’s resulting from rotationsu and u660° are identical
because the lattices of thel andm crystals exhibit the sym-
morphic symmetryP6/m mmwhich includes a sixfold rota-
tion axis parallel to@0001#.

For rotations about@0001# there are six solutions to ex
pression~1! as listed in Table II for the case wherep50;
these solutions are independent ofu. Similarly, six antiop-
erations are solutions to expression~2! independent ofu, as
listed in Table II. Thus, the space groups of dichroma
complexes for rotations about@0001# are alwaysp63m8c8
except when three dimensional~3D! CSL’s arise; the sym-
metry becoming thenP63m8c8. An illustration of the S
57 dichromatic complex is given in Fig. 2~a!. We note that
complementary complexes, i.e., for rotationsu and 60°2u,
er
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could be allocated the space groupsP63m8c8 andP63c8m8
by appropriate choice of unit cells, as illustrated in Figs. 2~a!
and 2~b!. In other words, the two complexes differ only i
the position of theirc8 and m8 planes. We also note tha
complementary complexes arise for the same rotationu, but
with p50 in one case andp51/2c in the other. Similarly,

they also arise for roto and rotoinversion operations,u andū.
Finally, we note that a special case arises for the 60° ro
inversion operation; in this instance the space group beco
P68/m8mmwith S51, i.e., inversion related crystals rotate
relatively by 60° around@0001#.

Interfacial defects arise when the black and white crys
surfaces abutting at an interface are not complementary
exhibit incompatible steps.29 Following the topological
theory of line defects in interfaces,26 the Burgers vectorsbi j
of the admissible interfacial dislocations are given by

bi j 5t~l! j2Pt~m! i , ~3!

wheret(l) j and t(m) i represent thej th and i th translations
in the l and m crystals, respectively andP is a matrix that
re-expressest(m) i in thel coordinate frame. Thus,bi j is the
difference between the two translations expressed in
same coordinate frame. Moreover, the vectorsbi j are vectors
joining white to black sites in the dichromatic pattern. Tho
with the smallest magnitudes are oriented parallel to
sides of the unit cells of the dichromatic patterns.

The cores of such interfacial defects are associated w
steps. The heights of the free surface steps are given
h(l) j5nl•t(l) j andh(m) i5P21nl•t(m) i5nm•t(m) i , n is
the unit vector normal to the interface, it is oriented towar
thel crystal. These heights are quantified in units ofd(hkil) ,
the interplanar spacing of the lattice planes parallel to
interface in thel andm crystals.

The interfacial defects observed using high-resolut
electron microscopy~HREM! can be characterized by circu
mapping as proposed by Pond.21 In this procedure, a circuit

TABLE II. The twelve symmetry operations of the dichromat
pattern p63m8c8 representing two GaN crystals rotated abo
@0001#.

Coincident operations

Numbering Symmetry operation Location
Glide or screw

component

1 1
2 31 0,0,0,z
3 32 0,0,0,z
4 2 0,0,0,z 0,0,0,1/2
5 62 0,0,0,z 0,0,0,1/2
6 61 0,0,0,z 0,0,0,1/2

Antioperations

Numbering
Symmetry
operation Location

Glide or screw
component

1 m8 x,2x,0,z
2 m8 x,2x,23x,z
3 m8 2x,x,23x,z
4 c8 x,x,22x,z 0,0,0,1/2
5 c8 x,0,2x,z 0,0,0,1/2
6 c8 0,y,2y,z 0,0,0,1/2
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5590 PRB 61POTIN, RUTERANA, NOUET, POND, AND MORKOC¸
is constructed around an interfacial defect on the microgra
with segments in thel andm crystals connected by displace
mentsp1 andp2 across the interface. These circuit segme
are designated byC(l) andC(m) and the complete circui
C(l,m), as expressed in thel coordinate frame, is given by

C~l,m!5~ I ,p2!21PC~m!P21~ I ,p1!C~l!. ~4!

In the simplest cases, the translationsp1 andp2 are of oppo-
site sign, so their contribution to the total circuit cance
When the circuit is mapped into a reference space, any
sure failure is equal to the total defect content. Using
RH/FS convention, the defect is given byC(l,m)21, where
C(l,m) represents the irreducible expression of the clos
failure. For circuits constructed using translation operatio
C(l)5@ I ,c(l)#, C(m)5@ I ,c(m)#, and P5(P,p), we ob-
tain

C~l,m!215@ I ,2c~l!#~P,p!@ I ,2c~m!#~P21,2P21p!

5@ I ,2c~l!2Pc~m!#, for p50.

FIG. 2. Dichromatic complexes ofS57, (u521.79°/@0001#)
the open and filled circles representl andm, respectively. The large
and small circles are related by ac/2 height. The space groups o
the unit cell are~a! P63m8c8(u) and ~b! P63c8m8(60°2u).
h,

s
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Thus,

bi j 52c~l,m!52c~l!2Pc~m!. ~5!

Moreover, the step heights can be determined experim
tally from the above circuit andh(l) j52nl•c(l)/d(hkil) j
whereash(m) i5P21nl•c(m)/d(hkil) i5nm•c(m)/d(hkil) i . As
shown by Braisazet al.,30 an interfacial dislocation is
uniquely described by its associated step height in thel and
m crystals.31,32 Therefore, in the following, we use the nota
tion proposed by Braisazet al.30 to write Burgers vectors as
bp/q where p and q are defined ash(l) j5p d(hkil) j and
h(m) i5q d(hkil) i . In theory, a multiplicity of step configura
tions can arise for a defect with particularb because transla
tion vectors of the dichromatic pattern can be added to b
t(l) j and t(m) i without modifyingb. Therefore, in order to
describe unambiguously the observed defect, it is neces
to determine the associated values oft(l) j and t(m) i char-
acterising the step.

This treatment is more general than the formalism p
posed by Bollmann,15 which only took into account transla
tion operators in the analysis of interfacial defects. In fact
is now possible to determine all types of defects, beca
they can be directly related to the symmetry elements wh
are broken at a particular interface. Obviously, the differ
classes of interfacial defects have already been identified
our case, the defects that are expected in the grain bound
between crystallites that are rotated about the@0001# axis are
of class 1, i.e., broken translation symmetry. Therefore, th
Burgers vectors as determined in the dichromatic patterns
identical to those of the displacement shift complete15 set
~DSC!.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The GaN layers were grown on the~0001! sapphire sur-
face by NH3 gas source molecular-beam epitaxy. The de
sition was performed at 800 °C on a low-temperature G
buffer layer~550 °C, 40 nm thickness!, and the active layer
thickness varied from one specimen to the other between
and two microns.

The transmission electron microscopy samples w
thinned down to 100mm by mechanical grinding and
dimpled down to 10mm. Electron transparency was obtaine
by ion milling at 5 kV with a liquid N2 cold stage. A final
step at 3 kV was used to decrease ion-beam damage. HR
experiments were carried out along the@0001# zone axis on a
Topcon 002B electron microscope operating at 200 kV w
a point to point resolution of 0.18 nm (Cs50.4 mm). Mod-

els of the 1/3^112̄0& dislocation were generated using a
isotropic elasticity theory.33 The simulation of the experi-
mental images was possible by the use of the elec
microscopy software.34

IV. THE ATOMIC STRUCTURE OF THE EDGE
DISLOCATIONS

In most GaN layers, transmission electron microsco
studies have clearly shown that the threading dislocati
form low-angle boundaries, which are misoriented by a f
degrees,2,3 although some may be randomly distributed35
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PRB 61 5591MOSAIC GROWTH OF GaN ON~0001! SAPPHIRE: A . . .
The majority of the crystal dislocations were reported
have pure-edge character, with Burgers vectors

1/3 ^112̄0&, even if c and a¿c ones are present as well.36

Their origin was shown to be the mosaic growth mod
which leads to GaN layers made of individual islands. If t

islands are slightly rotated around thec axis, a→ pure-edge
dislocations formed at their coalescence whereas thec and
a¿c ones may be due to small tilts of thec axis.2

In the wurtzite structure, when seen along thec axis, the

a→ pure-edge dislocation may have one of the six equiva

1/3 ^112̄0& Burgers vectors. Therefore, we have used th
six possibilities in anisotropic elasticity calculations in ord
to generate the possible atomic configurations of the dislo
tion. Although the elasticity calculations present a singu
point in the core of a dislocation, we have kept the genera
configurations for comparison with the experimental obs
vations, as far as the distances between nearest-neighb
oms inside the core were not too far from the usual one
GaN. Actually, only two possible structures are obtained
the core: 8 and 4 atom rings as shown on Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!.
In contrast to the 4 configuration, the 8-atom cycle may h
a dangling bond inside its core. The two models differ on
by the position of atomR as shown in Fig. 3~a!. However it
cannot be exactly calculated in the anisotropic elasticity f
malism, which is only valid at distances larger than the B
gers vector from the core. By deleting that atom, it was p
sible to construct a configuration with 5/7 atom rings@Fig.
3~c!#, which either does not exhibit any dangling bond.

For isolated or very low-angle boundaries~,1°! two typi-
cal images were obtained corresponding to the two fi
maxima of contrast for our microscope~defocus windows:
220 to 232 and250 to 260 nm!. The estimated thicknes
is close to 14 nm whereas the defocus values are around226
and 254 nm @Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!#, @Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!#,
respectively.

We have then carried out systematic image simulati
using the above models. Figure 5 shows the results for
two defocus windows, the sample thickness is 14 nm. Th

FIG. 3. Anisotropic elasticity models for the core structure

the a→ edge threading dislocation viewed along@0001#: ~a! 8, ~b! 4,
~c! 5/7 atom cycles.
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images reproduce the contrast observed in the experime
micrographs for the isolated dislocations: Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!
correspond to the 8 atom rings of Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!;
whereas the 5/7 atom rings of Figs. 5~e! and 5~f! agrees with
the contrast of Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!. During these experiments
the two configurations were seen at similar frequency and
these isolated dislocations, no other configuration was
served.

These two configurations of the dislocations can be co
pared to the geometrical models discussed by Hornstra
the Lomer dislocation in the diamond lattice.37 Observations
of Lomer dislocations in diamond cubic/zinc blende mate
als Si, Ge,38 and at the GaAs/Si~Ref. 39! indicate that their
atomic configurations are either 5/7 or 8 atom rings.

V. THE PURE TILT GRAIN BOUNDARIES

Among twist and tilt high-angle grain boundaries o
served, we have focused our attention on those that are
tated around thec axis. It appears that the values of th
rotation angle are very close to those ofS boundaries in the
coincidence site lattice notation~CSL!. These boundaries ar
S57(21.79°),S519(13.17°), andS531(17.90°).

A. The SÄ19 boundary

The analyzed grain had a regular shape with four stra
boundaries linked together by angles of 60° or 120°, its s
is about 60350 nm2. The value of the rotation angle wa
measured on the corresponding diffraction pattern as 13
60.2° close to that ofS519 (u513.17°) in the CSL nota-
tion. The corresponding dichromatic pattern is shown in F
6, and it results from the interpenetration of two lattices d
ignated as white~l! and black~m!. The two lattices are ro-
tated around their common sixfold axis. For this dichroma

f

FIG. 4. Two typical images exhibited by the isolated disloc
tions, at226 and254 nm defocus in areas of thickness close to
nm, atom cycles have been superimposed:~a! and~b! 8 atom rings;
~c! and ~d! 5/7 atom rings.
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5592 PRB 61POTIN, RUTERANA, NOUET, POND, AND MORKOC¸
pattern, a CSL unit cell has been constructed and its b

vectors are 1/3@718̄0#, 1/3 @ 1̄87̄0#, and@0001# when ex-
pressed in thel frame.

A part of the boundary is shown in Fig. 7, the white spo
correspond to the tunnels at a defocus value close to226
nm. By comparison with the dichromatic pattern, the int
face plane was found to be along a side of the CSL unit c
On Fig. 7~a!, the SXF circuit was drawn withc(l)5SX5

26 a→119 a→351/3 @21 3̄ 24 0#l and c(m)5XF59 a→1

26 a→351/3 @24 3̄ 21 0#m , corresponding to three period
of the CSL~indicated by the large black dots!. The normal to
the interface was determined by making the cross produc
c(l) by @0001# and @0001# by c(m) leading to nl

5@ 3̄52̄0#l andnm5@ 2̄53̄0#m , respectively. For these thre
periods of the interface, the interface plane is alo

(3̄52̄0)l /(2̄53̄0)m and it corresponds to a side of the CS
unit cell of S519.

If the circuit SVF corresponding to one period$i.e.,

c(l)5SV51/3 @ 7̄1̄8 0#l andc(m)5VF51/3 @81̄7̄0#m% is

FIG. 5. Simulated images using the 8, 4, and 5/7 atom ri
models:~a! and ~b! correspond to 26 and254 nm defocus at a 14
nm thickness for the 8 atom rings;~c! and~d! represent the 4 atom
core configuration,~e! and ~f! represent the 5/7 model.
is

-
ll.

of

g

reported in thel crystal, the closure failureFS is equal to

1/3 @ 1̄21̄0#. Thus, the primary dislocation for one perio

corresponds to the crystal dislocationb5 a→2 . If a circuit is
mapped into the dichromatic pattern rather than into the
tice of a single crystal, secondary dislocations can be de
mined. In the previous case, this leads toc(l,m)5c(l)
1P19c(m)50 whereP19 is given in the appendix. There
fore, in this part, the interface appears to be completely
riodic without any additional defect.

However, such defects have been detected in this bou
ary. For example, the area designated byYSZin Fig. 7~a! is

characterized byc(l)5YS51/3 @ 8̄2̄10 0#l and c(m)5SZ

51/3 @9 0 9̄ 0#m5@3 0 3̄ 0#m . After calculation, we ob-

tained:c(l,m)5c(l)1P19c(m)51/57 @ 8̄ 7 1 0#l . By defi-
nition, the Burgers vector of this defect is the opposite
c(l,m) and is equal to 1/57@8 7̄ 1̄ 0#l . This vector corre-
sponds to an interfacial edge dislocation with the smal
magnitude in the dichromatic pattern and its angle with
interface plane is 60° as shown in the dichromatic pattern
Fig. 6.

The step height ish(l) j52nl•c(l)/d(3̄52̄0)52 and

h(m) i5nm•c(m)53/d(2̄53̄0), leading to ab2/3 interface
dislocation.30,31 Six similar secondary dislocations wer
identified in this boundary, they were spaced by eight pe
ods of the CSL. Therefore, the deviation is 0.19° from t
exact misorientation (u513.17°). These steps relate equiv
lent surfaces in thel andm crystals by translationst(l) and
t(m) whose difference is equal to the Burgers vector of
secondary dislocation. In order to characterize comple
the defect, it is necessary to determine the value of th
translations. In theory, a multiplicity of configurations is po
sible and only a comparison with the experimental ima
would allow determining the exact configuration of the d

fect. For Burgers vectorb2/351/57 @87̄1̄0#l , the associ-

s

FIG. 6. Dichromatic pattern corresponding toS519 in the CSL
notation~13.17°/@0001#!, the unit cell of the CSL has been draw
parts of thel and m crystals are shown. The smallest translati
vectorst(l) and t(m) and the corresponding Burgers vectorsbp/q

are drawn.
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ated smallest translation vectors aret(l)51/3 @112̄0#l and

t(m)51/3 @112̄0#m . The steps heights areh(l)5nl•t(l)
52, h(m)5nm•t(m)53 and t(l)1P19t(m)

51/57 @87̄1̄0#l . Moreover, these values are consistent w
the experimental image@Fig. 7~a!#.

In order to reconstruct the core of the primary disloc
tions, we have used some configurations which had b

generated for the study ofa→ pure-edge dislocations. A care
ful examination of the boundary shows that different co
trasts are exhibited by the primary dislocations. For exam
as shown in Fig. 7~a!, betweenV and S, the core of the
dislocation exhibits a 8-atom ring whereas betweenS andY,
it is a 5/7 one. Similarly, the whole boundary has been
constructed and it appears that it is made only of 8- a
5/7-atom rings. In the experimental image@Fig. 7~b!#, the
sequences of 5/7- and 8-atom rings are shown and a g
agreement is observed with the simulated image (thickn
513 nm, defocus5226 nm) based on this reconstructio
@Fig. 7~c!#.

This example of a symmetric grain boundary which e
hibits a small deviation from theS519 exact misorientation

does not show special features for thea→ dislocation cores,
their atomic structure is identical to that of the above de
mined for the isolated dislocations.

FIG. 7. High-resolution image of theS519 boundary:~a! Sev-
eral circuits have been drawn. The large black dots define the
ods of theS519 boundary.~b! Reconstruction of the boundar
using edge dislocations cores.~c! Simulated image~thickness: 13
nm and defocus:226 nm!.
-
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B. The SÄ7 symmetric boundary

Unlike the S519 grain, which was made of straigh
boundaries, this grain is very irregular. Its boundaries me

der in the matrix and the grain is crossed by$112̄0% stacking
faults previously characterized.40,41 Moreover, the bound-
aries are sometimes decorated with small voids. In the
lowing, we discuss the results obtained on the straight a
of the boundary. Diffraction analysis indicates a rotati
angle equal to 22°60.2°, close to that ofS57 in the CSL
notation (u521.79°).

In the dichromatic pattern corresponding toS57 ~Fig. 8!,

a CSL unit cell is drawn with its 1/3̂ 415̄0& sides. The
orientation of the experimental image according to t
dichromatic pattern indicates that the boundary is alon
side of the unit cell. This is confirmed by studying the circu
SXF for one period in thel and m frames@Fig. 9~a!#. The
details are given in Table III and the indices of the interfa

plane are (2̄31̄0)l /(1̄32̄0)m . This circuit has been reporte
in the l lattice and the Burgers vector was found to cor

spond to one dislocation corea→2 .
This grain boundary has been reconstructed and the c

of the primary dislocations exhibit 8-and 5/7-atom ring
Whereas forS519 boundary, the two configurations we
alternated, for thisS57 boundary, we observed five 5/
configurations followed by two 8-atom ring ones. A sim
lated image of this boundary was carried out based on
reconstruction indicated on the experimental image an
good agreement was obtained for a thickness of 8 nm an
defocus value of226 nm @Figs. 9~b! and 9~c!#.

In another area of the same boundary, several steps w
present@Fig. 10~a!#. Four defects have been analyzed
mapping circuits drawn around them into the dichroma
pattern, they are summarized in Table IV. The Burgers v

ri-

FIG. 8. Dichromatic pattern corresponding toS57
(21.79°/@0001#), the unit cell of the CSL has been drawn. Th
smallest translation vectorst(l) and t(m) and the corresponding
Burgers vectorsbp/q are shown.
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tors of the secondary dislocations correspond again to
smallest vectors of the dichromatic pattern~Fig. 8! with steps
heights of 1 ~l! and 2 ~m! planes, respectively: i.e.,b1/2

51/21 @ 1̄54̄0#l .
Schematic illustrations of these defects are drawn with

translation vectors given in Table IV~Fig. 11! and compared
to the experimental image. For defects numbered 1, 3, an
the reconstructions are consistent with the experimental
age. However, for defect 2, whose Burgers vector isb1/2

51/21 @ 1̄54̄0#l , the value of the smallest crystal transl
tion vectors implies re-entrant steps, as shown in Fig. 11~b!.

If a translation vector of the (23̄1̄0)l interface, equal to

1/3 @ 4̄1̄50#l is added tot(l) and t(m), the step configura-

FIG. 9. The symmetricS57:21.79°/@0001# boundary:~a! The
period is indicated by the largest black dots.~b! Reconstruction of
the same grain boundary made of 5/7 and 8 atom rings.~c! Simu-
lated image using the above reconstructed model at 5 nm thick
and226 nm defocus.
e

e

4,
-

tion illustrated in Fig. 11~c! becomes consistent with the im
age; it exhibits a larger step riser than the other defects.

Between the steps, the interface plane consists of prim
dislocations and their cores were found to be made of 5
and 8-atom rings. As shown in Fig. 10~b!, twelve primary
dislocations are present, among which six correspond to
8-atom rings and the six others exhibit 5/7-atom cycles, th
is no regular distribution of these configurations along
interface. A simulated image corresponding to these confi
rations has been carried out@Fig. 10~c!#. A good agreement
is obtained with the experimental image for a thickness o
nm and a defocus value of226 nm. Again this symmetric
boundary exhibits structural units corresponding only to
cores of isolateda edge dislocations of the bulk GaN.

C. The SÄ7 asymmetric boundary

Another grain has been observed with a similar rotat
angle of 21.8° and therefore corresponding to aS57 bound-
ary. Contrary to the previous, it was characterized by la
straight facets. Besides a symmetric interface similar to th
previously studied, an asymmetric straight boundary w

present as well. The interface plane was (38̄5̄0)l /(011̄0)m
~Table V! and when mapped into the lattice of thel crystal,

ss

FIG. 10. Another part of theS57 grain boundary where step
are present:~a! Several circuits have been drawn in order to analy
the steps numbered from 1 to 4.~b! Reconstruction.~c! Simulated
image of the boundary~thickness: 6 nm and defocus:226 nm!.
TABLE III. Determination of theS57 boundary plane by circuit mapping, SXF in Fig. 9~a!.

l crystal m crystal Defect/interface

c(l)5SX51/3 @ 4̄ 1̄ 5 0#l c(m)5XF51/3 @5 1̄ 4̄ 0#m
c(l,m)5c(l)1P7c(m)50

nl5c(l)`@0001# m5@0001#`c(m) (2̄ 3 1̄ 0)l /(1̄ 3 2̄ 0)m

51/3 @ 6̄ 9 3̄ 0#l 51/3 @ 3̄ 9 6̄ 0#m
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TABLE IV. Detailed analysis of the interfacial defects in theS57 boundary shown in Fig. 10~a!.

l crystal m crystal Secondary dislocation

Defects 1 et 4 c(l)5S1X151/3 @14 2̄16 0#l c(m)5X1F151/3 @17 4̄13 0#m
b22/2152c(l,m)52c(l)2P7c(m)

h(l)52nl•c(l)522 h(m)5nm•c(m)521 51/21 @1 5̄ 4 0#l

t(l)5aW 151/3 @2 1̄ 1̄ 0#l t(m)5aW 151/3 @2 1̄ 1̄ 0#m t(l)1P7t(m)51/21 @1 5̄ 4 0#l

h(l)5nl•t(l)522 h(m)5nm•t(m)521
Defect 3 c(l)5S3X351/3 @ 5̄ 2̄7 0#l c(m)5X3F351/3 @6 0 6̄0#m

b1/25c(l,m)5c(l)2P7c(m)

h(l)52nl•c(l)51 h(m)5nm•c(m)52 51/21 @5 4̄ 1̄ 0#l

t(l)52aW 351/3 @1 1 2̄0#l t(m)52aW 351/3 @1 1 2̄0#m t(l)1P7t(m)51/21 @5 4̄ 1̄ 0#l

h(l)5nl•t(l)51 h(m)5nm•t(m)52
Defect 2 c(l)5S2X251/3 @ 2̄ 2̄ 4 0#l c(m)5X2F251/3 @3 0 3̄0#m b2/151/21 @ 1̄ 5 4̄ 0#l ,

h(l)52 h(m)51

t(l)52aW 151/3 @ 2̄ 1 1 0#l t(m)52aW 151/3 @ 2̄ 1 1 0#m t(l)1P7t(m)51/21 @ 1̄ 5 4̄ 0#

h(l)52 h(m)51

t8(l)51/3 @2 2 4̄0#l5X2S25 t8(m)51/3 @3 0 3̄0#m5X2F25 t8(l)1P7t8(m)51/21 @ 1̄ 5 4̄ 0#

2c(l) c(m).
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the circuit SXF@Fig. 12~a!# exhibits the closure failureFS

52 a→22 a→3 . Meaning that the period for this boundary
made of three edge dislocations. For four periods, we h
determined that no secondary dislocation was present~Table
V!.

The reconstruction of these periods needs the presenc
one 4 cycle in a new configuration 5/4/7 atom rings. T
new configuration forms a characteristic pattern that allow
to determine the different periods without ambiguity. In b
tween, the other two primary dislocations exhibit 5/7- a
8-atom ring cycles@Fig. 12~b!#. A simulated image based o
this reconstruction has been calculated and it agrees f
well with the experimental HREM image@Fig. 12~c!#.

A neighbor area of the boundary was studied and a s
was present at the interface@Fig. 13~a!#. However, when the
circuit S1X3F1 was mapped in the dichromatic pattern,
additional defect was found asc(l)1P7c(m) was equal to
zero~zoneB in Table VI!. In fact, the step is clearly visible
betweenS2 andS3 and the study of the circuitS2S3F2 with
c8(l)5S2S3 and c8(m)5S3F2 indicates that the circui
S2S3F2 is a defect-free step. A closer examination sho

that in this area, the interface plane is (23̄1̄0)l /(1̄32̄0)m ,
which corresponds to a side of the CSL unit cell. This allo

to shift the (3̄85̄0)l /(011̄0)m boundary plane without intro
ducing an interfacial dislocation. In the periods labeled 1 a
4, the pattern composed of the 5/4/7-atom cycles is pre
and the two other dislocation cores are made of two 5/7-a
cycles for period 4 and one 8 and one 5/7 ones for perio
The end and the beginning of the period 2 are the same a
period 4: two 5/7 atom cycles are present, but, the new c
figuration has been replaced by a configuration made of
8 atom cycle. For period 3, which corresponds to a side
the CSL unit cell and is similar to the boundaries previou
studied, the dislocation core is made of one 5/7-atom ri
model. A good agreement is observed between the HR
experimental image and the simulation based on this rec
struction@Figs. 13~b! and 13~c!#.
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In another area, where no additional defect was detec
even if a step was clearly visible, circuit mapping indicat
that this defect-free step defines an interface pla

(1̄54̄0)l /(145̄0)m , which corresponds to a diagonal of th
CSL unit cell.

In this asymmetricS57 boundary, we have found a ne
structural unit in which the primary dislocations have a 5
7-atom ring configuration. Moreover, it is pointed out th
the boundary can change plane by forming steps corresp
ing to a diagonal or side of the CSL, in that case, no int
facial defect is introduced by such steps.

D. The SÄ31 symmetric boundary

This grain boundary is very irregular and we discuss
analysis carried out on four periods~Fig. 14!. The corre-

FIG. 11. Schematic illustration of the steps~a! Defects 1 and 4,
~b! Defect 2 with a re-entrant step.~c! Arrangement in order to
avoid the re-entrant step situation.~d! Defect 3.
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TABLE V. Determination of interface plane and defect content in theS57 asymmetric boundary of Fig
12~a!.

l crystal m crystal Interface

c(l)51/3 @13 2 11 0#l c(m)51/3 @14 7̄ 7̄ 0#m (3̄ 8 5̄ 0)l /(0 1 1̄0)m

nl5@ 3̄ 8 5̄ 0#l nm5@0 7 7̄0#m

c(l)51/3 @52 8 44 0#l c(m)51/3 @5628 28 0#m c(l)1P7c(m)50
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sponding diffraction pattern indicates a rotation angle eq
to 18°60.2°, close to that ofS531(17.90°). The circuit
SXF, drawn in period 1@Fig. 14~a!# mapped in thel andm

crystals leads to the interface plane (71̄14̄0)l /(4̄117̄0)m
~Table VII!. This corresponds to a diagonal of the CSL u
cell. When this circuit was reported in thel lattice, the total

Burgers vector of the period was found to be 3a→2 . How-
ever, for period 3, when the circuitS1X1F1 is mapped into
the dichromatic pattern, a secondary dislocation is dete
with Burgers vectorb24/2751/31 @ 6̄510#l . The corre-
sponding shortest translation vectors aret(l)5 a→3 and
t(m)52 a→3 , consistent with the values of step heights a
Burgers vector, except for the sign of the vectors which i
plies re-entrant steps. However, if a translation vector of

@ 7̄114̄0#l interface, that is@516̄0#l is added tot(l) and
t(m), the step configuration agrees well with the experim
tal image.

FIG. 12. AsymmetricS57 (3̄85̄0)l /(011̄0)m grain boundary:
~a! Mapped circuits and determination of the periods in the bou
ary as indicated by the large black dots.~b! Reconstruction of the
boundary made of 5/7, 8, and 5/4/7 atom cycles.~c! Corresponding
simulation~thickness: 6 nm and defocus:226 nm!.
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In this micrograph, four periods are present and they
exhibit three dislocation cores even the one which presen
defect character@Fig. 14~b!#. A simulated image@Fig. 14~c!#
using this reconstruction agrees fairly well with the expe
mental image. The three primary dislocations of each per
are regularly spaced. Their cores are mainly reconstruc
with the 5/7 and 8 structural units. However, the most int
esting finding is the occurrence of the 4 atom cycle in per
2. Unlike the previous case of the asymmetricS57 bound-
ary in which such cycles were always inserted between 5
7-atom rings, this one is similar to the model deduced fr
anisotropic elasticity calculations and it forms an individu
primary dislocation of the grain boundary.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Due to the mosaic structure of the layers, numerous e
dislocations are present with very high densiti

- FIG. 13. An area of the asymmetricS57 (3̄85̄0)l /(011̄0)m

boundary~zone B in Table VI! ~a! A defect-free stepS2S3F2 is
present.~b! Reconstruction.~c! Simulated image of the boundar
~thickness: 6 nm and defocus:226 nm!.
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TABLE VI. Defect free steps in aS57 asymmetric boundary of Fig. 13~a!.

l crystal m crystal Interface

c(l)5S1X351/3@30 3 27 0#l c(m)5X3F151/3@3315 18 0#m c(l)1P7 c(m)50

zoneB c8(l)5S2S351/3@4̄ 1̄ 5 0#l c8(m)5S3F251/3 @5 1̄ 4̄ 0#m (2̄ 3 1̄ 0)l /(1̄ 3 2̄ 0)m

nl51/3 @ 2̄ 3 1̄ 0#l nm51/3 @ 1̄ 3 2̄ 0#m

zoneC c(l)5S2S35@ 3̄ 1 2 0#l
c(m)5S3F25@32̄ 1̄0# (1̄ 5 4̄ 0)l /(145̄0)m

nl51/3 @ 1̄ 5 4̄ 0#l nm51/3 @1 4 5̄0#m .
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(1010cm22); they form low-angle grain boundaries that a
rotated about thec axis. As the rotation angles are sma
~,1°!, the distance between the dislocations is quite larg>
100 nm. Early work on the mosaic growth explained the
large densities by assuming that the small rotations aro
the c axis were due to growth errors.2 Later observations
have shown that, whereas the conventional epitaxial relat

ship (0001)GaN~0001!sapphire, @112̄0#GaN/@101̄0#sapphire was
predominant, at least inside the buffer layer, other orien
tions of grains have been reported4,5 and shown to exhibit a
smaller mismatch~1.5%! than that in the usual growth.4 The
high-angle grain boundaries observed in this work w
found to extend from the GaN/sapphire interface to the G
film surface. In the layers, the density of threading dislo
tions is not unusually high (1010cm22). It is therefore pos-
sible that the mosaic growth of GaN on top of~0001! sap-
phire does not only include the small angle rotations betw
adjacent grains, which are due to growth errors, but a
local arrangements of the threading dislocations into hi
angle grain boundaries.

This high-resolution electron microscopy analysis p

sents evidence of multiple core structure for thea→ pure-
edge dislocation in GaN layers. Our observations show
mainly two atomic configurations are present with 5/7- a
8-atom cycles at a similar frequency in low-angle boun
aries. For the 5/7-atom cycle configuration, it is interesting
note that a Ga-Ga core would present different propertie
a N-N configuration.

The topological theory formalism, which comprises t
crystallographic analysis with dichromatic patterns and
cuit mapping has been used to characterize the inter
structure of three different CSL tilt grains about@0001#. This
has allowed us to completely determine the nature of
boundary planes and the various step risers, which w
found to have or not a defect character. The Burgers vec
of the primary dislocations have been found to correspon

a→ pure-edge dislocations with the 5/7- and 8-atom r
cores. In some of the boundaries, we have pointed out
occurrence of the 4-atom ring cores, with the formation o
more complicated configuration, 5/4/7-atom rings in asy
metric boundaries.

The interfacial defects, which lead to deviation of t
boundaries from coincidence, have been determined. In
the cases their Burgers vectors correspond to the sma
vector of the DSC as measured in the dichromatic patter

APPENDIX

The transformationP matrices from them to l crystals
depend on the rotation axis and angle. We have calcul
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them for the three types of boundaries using the met
proposed by Pondet al.27 where the symmetry operation
such as mirrors and rotations are expressed in the 4 coo
nate frame of Frank.26 The matrixR that represents a rotatio
through an angleu about the@0001# axis is

R5F cosu 2sinu 0 0

sinu cosu 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

G .

In the 4 coordinate frame,R has to be expressed as
rotation about an appropriate direction@u3 ,v3 ,t3 ,Lw3#4

which belongs to the reference structure. Then the trans
mation matrixP is obtained by calculatingTRT21, whereT
is:

FIG. 14. High-resolution image ofS531 grain boundary:~a!
The large black dots define periods.~b! Reconstruction of the
boundary, with a step inside the period 3.~c! Corresponding simu-
lated image~thickness: 6 nm, defocus:226 nm!.
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T5F u1 u2 u3 1/)

v1 v2 v3 1/)

t1 t2 t3 1/)

Lw1 Lw2 L33 0

G .

The column vectors ofT are parallel to the axes of the initial system transformed to the Frank notation.@u3 ,v3 ,t3 ,Lw3#4

is the rotation axis and the first two constitute an orthogonal basis system with it. The last vector 1/) @1110#4 is the unit
vector along the projection direction as used by Frank in order to generate the usual 3 dimensional Miller-Bravais indic
his four dimensional space.

In the case of a rotation about the@0001# axis, these vectors are respectively parallel to@11̄00#4 , @112̄0#4 , @000L#4 , and
@1110#4 ; therefore, theT matrix becomes

T5F 1/& 1/A6 0 1/)

21/& 1/A6 0 1/)

0 22/A6 0 1/)

0 0 L 0

G .

The general expression ofP for such a rotation is:

P5TRT153
2

3
cosu1

1

3

21

3
cosu2

1

)
sinu1

1

3

21

3
cosu1

1

)
sinu1

1

3
0

21

3
cosu1

1

)
sinu1

1

3

2

3
cosu1

1

3

21

3
cosu2

1

)
sinu1

1

3
0

21

3
cosu2

1

)
sinu1

1

3

21

3
cosu1

1

)
sinu1

1

3

2

3
cosu1

1

3
0

0 0 0 1

4 ,

which becomes for the rotations that we have investigated

S57,u521,79° P75
1

21F 20 4̄ 5 0

5 20 4̄ 0

4̄ 5 20 0

0 0 0 21

G

TABLE VII. Determination of the defect content in theS531 boundary area shown in Fig. 14~a!, the interfacial dislocationb24/27 has
the smallest length in the dichromatic pattern.

l crystal m crystal Interface

c(l)5SX5@ 5̄ 1̄ 6 0#l c(m)5XF5@6 1̄ 5̄ 0#m (7̄ 11 4̄0)l /(4̄ 11 7̄0)m

nl5@ 7̄ 11 4̄0#l , nm5@ 4̄ 11 7̄0#m

c(l)5S1X151/3 @14 2̄16 0#l c(m)5X1F151/3 @17 4̄13 0#m c(l,m)51/31 @6 5̄ 1̄ 0#l

h(l)52nl•c(l)524 h(m)5nm•c(m)527 b24/2751/31 @ 6̄ 5 1 0#l

t(l)5aW 351/3 @ 1̄ 1̄ 2 0#l t(m)52aW 351/3 @ 1̄ 1̄ 2 0#m

t8(l)51/3 @14 216 0#l5X1X152c(l) t8(m)51/3 @17 4̄13 0#m5X1F15c(m)
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S519,u513,17° P195
1

57F 56 7̄ 8 0

8 56 7̄ 0

7̄ 8 56 0

0 0 0 57

G
S531,u517,89° P315

1

31F 30 5̄ 6 0

6 30 5̄ 0

5̄ 6 30 0

0 0 0 31

G .
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